Temporal and spatial evolution of a waxing then waning catastrophic density current revealed by chemical mapping
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ABSTRACT

We reconstruct the behavior of a catastrophic sustained radial pyroclastic density current as it waxed then waned during its brief lifespan. By subdividing the deposit into 8 time slices using a chemical tracer, we show that the sustained current initially was topographically restricted, but that its leading edge advanced in all directions, encroaching upon and gradually ascending hills. During peak flow the current reached its maximum extent and overtopped all topographic highs. After this, and while the current direction from source was maintained, the leading edge gradually retreated sourceward. High-resolution analysis of the depositional architecture reveals how the flow dynamics evolved and runout distance of the sustained density current rapidly increased then decreased, reflecting the dominant influence of changing mass flux, as demonstrated in numerical models but not previously distinguished in a natural deposit.

INTRODUCTION

Large particulate density currents are generally catastrophic and mostly not observed, so understanding of their flow dynamics derives from models and interpretations of deposits (Kneller and McCaffrey, 2003; Baas et al., 2004; Roche, 2012). They are the principal mode of sediment transport over ocean floors, they emplace ejecta blankets around bolide impact craters (Meyer et al., 2011; Branney and Brown, 2011), and they blanket all around inland lakes and seas (Brown and Branney, 2004) was favored by the hot, sticky nature of the viscous particles that rapidly agglutinated to the substrate surface as the current passed (Branney et al., 2004), adhering to all slopes. Welding, the result of this hot emplacement, has preserved the clastic textures intact and prevented erosional stripping, even on steep (up to 85°) slopes, hence its remarkably complete preservation. Post-depositional rheomorphic modification is not extensive and has not obscured original sedimentary features.

Rapid emplacement of the zoned ignimbrite without significant pauses is inferred from the combination of evidence (Williams, 2010) including an absence of any remnant intercalated ashfall horizons; the gradational nature of the vertical compositional variations; analysis of the depositional lithofacies and grain fabrics; and the very simple vertical welding profile in which glassy upper and lower chilled zones enclose a welded interior that lacks internal chilled zones. The topography at the time of the eruption was as it is today, except for a younger small volcano (V in Fig. 2); there were elevated inner and outer caldera rims (C1, C2), a shield-like hill in the south (H), and a gently sloping lava field in the northwest (Fig. 2).

METHOD

Close-spaced samples (≤20 cm) of more than 80 vertical sections were analyzed using X-ray fluorescence (XRF). A range of major and trace elements, such as Y and Nd, show systematic linear variation with height (Table DR1 in the GSA Data Repository1). The greatest degree of variation occurs in the immobile element Zr, which ranges from >2000 ppm near the base to <800 ppm near the top (Fig. 1). Detailed spot

1GSA Data Repository item 2014030, Table DR1 (XRF analyses for the type section of the Green Tuff Formation), Table DR2 (LA-ICP-MS spot analyses of samples from the Green Tuff Formation type section), and Table DR3 (parameters selected for run-out and duration calculations), is available online at www.geosociety.org/pubs/ft2014.htm, or on request from editing@geosociety.org or Documents Secretary, GSA, P.O. Box 9140, Boulder, CO 80301, USA.
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analyses by electron microprobe (EMP) and laser ablation–inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) show that this compositional trend occurs in both the glassy matrix and juvenile clasts (Table DR2). To facilitate the processing of a large sample set (n = 405) we used XRF analysis of whole rock samples after manual removal of lithic fragments.

Chemical Stratigraphy

The deposit shows a gradational compositional variation with height from pantellerite at the base to less-evolved trachyte at the top, matched by a gradual upward increase in the size and concentration of crystals (Fig. 1). This represents progressive tapping of a heterogeneous magma reservoir during the eruption (Mahood and Hildreth, 1986) that initially ejected crystal-poor magma enriched in incompatible elements whereas the later ejecta was less evolved, crystal rich, and poor in incompatible elements (Williams, 2010). Using Zr as a proxy, we subdivided the vertical variations into 200 ppm Zr zones at >80 sites (Fig. 3) and, using ArcGIS (www.esri.com/software/arcgis), mapped each zone at >80 sites (Fig. 3) and, using ArcGIS (www.esri.com/software/arcgis), mapped each zone in detail. This revealed a systematic change in geographic coverage by zones of the deposit (Fig. 2); the deposit distributions represent the changing footprint of the current during successive time intervals t₁ to t₈ (Fig. 2) as it gradually enveloped the island.

The Zr variation with height nowhere exhibits a reversal or departure from the overall linear compositional trend (Fig. 1), which confirms the steadily progressive nature of the current deposition. The boundaries of time slices (t₁–t₈) are gradational and cryptic (invisible at outcrop), and do not correspond with discernible compositional steps or marked grain-size or textural changes within what is predominantly a massive deposit layer (Williams, 2010). Thin, possible flow units occur locally just above the basal pumice fall layer (e.g., on the northern part of C₁; Fig. 3), but they do not account for the zonation as all lie within the t₈ zone. They are interpreted to record small, local, precursory ephemeral currents prior to establishment of the main protracted density current.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CURRENT’S FLOW BEHAVIOR

The eruption began with localized pumice fallout from a low convective column (Fig. 1), followed by pyroclastic fountaining that generated an initially pulsing and then a sustained pyroclastic density current. This advanced radially across proximal areas of the inner caldera basin (t₁) and rapidly breached the northwest rim at one point, allowing a narrow tongue of the current to flow unrestricted to the sea. At this time, the current covered 47.3 km² and overtopped the inner caldera wall in the southeast, but not beyond the outer caldera wall, except at a narrow breach west of the shield volcano (H, Fig. 2). The current then gradually advanced to cover 61.1 km² (t₂), spreading further NNW, overtopping a steep, 221-m-high (differential height) scarp (Z) and inundating the low-lying northern part of the island. It also advanced farther east across parts of the caldera wall that had not previously been inundated and began to advance through a low, narrow breach in the outer caldera wall in the southeast. During t₆, the current continued to advance up the southern shield (H), but did not attain the summit. A small tongue...
reached the sea east of the shield, while there was farther advance over the inner caldera wall in the east, but not yet the outer wall (at C2). By t_r, the current had extended widely (68.9 km²); it passed over topographic barriers including wide sections of the main caldera scarps in the northeast and WSW and, finally, the summit region of the southern hill (H; 135 m differential height), while the inundation of the north of the island continued. During t_7 (70 km²), the current crossed the southern coast and swept over the entire caldera scarp in the north, although flow to the east, WNW, and WSW remained restricted locally. By t_7, the current had inundated the entire island, with a few minor exceptions, and had flowed over and past the caldera scarps in both the east and west. Maximum coverage, 73.1 km², was during this time interval, but there are signs that the current had already started to wane; it had retreated from the summit of the shield (H), with flow being deflected around its eastern flank. By t_8, the area covered by the current was gradually decreasing (to 64.3 km²) and the runout distance in several sectors was decreasing, particularly in the north. During t_8, the area covered by the current continued to decrease to 42.1 km², no longer reaching the north of the island and, once again, becoming restricted to proximal areas, with flow persisting longest toward the west and east.

**DISCUSSION: INTERPRETATION OF FLOW BEHAVIOR**

We have shown that the leading edge of a radial density current progressively extended across a landscape and then gradually retreated from distal and then medial areas. The deposit architecture developed to have diachronous lower and upper surfaces (Fig. 3), which indicates that the geographic area covered by the current first increased, and then decreased with time. In addition, deposition locally progressed by lateral accretion, indicating that thalwegs within the current migrated laterally with time (Fig. 3). Rapidly shifting patterns of deposition during sustained radial pyroclastic density current activity have been inferred from deposits elsewhere (Brown and Branney, 2013), but the results of the present study reveal previously unknown emplacement dynamics and on a current-wide scale.

Sustained radial density currents are inherently depletive (Kneller and Branney, 1995) as the result of flow divergence, deposition during transport, and dilution by mixing with ambient fluid (Bursik and Woods, 1996). At a certain distance from source these combined effects cause the current to lift off from the ground and rise as a buoyant plume (Woods et al., 1998; Branney and Kokelaar, 2002), and this lift-off point represents the current’s distal limit (Fig. 4). Experimental and numerical models show that this distance is largely controlled by the mass flux of the eruptive supply (Bursik and Woods, 1996), although it is also influenced by topography (Woods et al., 1998). During steady conditions, a constant runout distance is maintained. However, the runout distance of the Green Tuff density current varied with time (Fig. 3) and for much of its duration it did not reach its maximum runout distance. Therefore, it is useful to consider the runout distances reached by the current during the successive time intervals (t_1−t_4; Figs. 2 and 3).

We can assume that the eruption was waning at the time the density current was initiated, because the mass flux of sustained explosive eruptions typically increases from the initial convective phase to the initiation of pyroclastic fountaining and generation of pyroclastic density currents (Sparks et al., 1978; Bursik and Woods, 1996). During t_1 the density current reached 6 km from source (Fig. 2), from which, using the model curves of Bursik and Woods (1996) (Table DR3), we estimate that the mass flux was ~2 × 10^6 kg/s. The gradual increase in runout distance as revealed in Figure 3, together with the gradual inundation of topographic highs from t_1 to t_4 (Fig. 2), indicate that this mass flux then continued to increase significantly.
Although the successive eruptive mass fluxes for $t_2-t_3$ cannot be quantified because the current entered the sea, a dramatic increase toward peak flow conditions ($t_3$) is indicated by the thin, topography-draping, low-aspect-ratio nature of the deposit (aspect ratio 1:3.125). After the climactic phase, the gradually decreasing runout distance together with the gradual retraction of the current from topographic highs ($t_2-t_3$; Figs. 2 and 3) are inferred to record the subsequent waning of the eruptive mass flux to less than it was during $t_1$, until the eruption eventually ceased (Fig. 4).

From the model curves of Bursik and Woods (1996), the approximate duration of the Green Tuff current would have been $\leq$1.5 h (Table DR3), and, if of roughly equal duration, each time slice would represent something on the order of $\approx$11 min, a precision rarely achieved in stratigraphy. Irrespective of the absolute values, the temporal evolution and changing distribution of the Green Tuff density current has been revealed for the first time. This high-resolution approach could be applied to other catastrophic event deposits. In modeling the behavior and runout distances of hazardous extensive pyroclastic density currents, consideration of changing conditions during prolonged flow should prove instructive, particularly given the increasing appreciation that larger catastrophic density currents are prolonged rather than quasi-instantaneous phenomena (Simpson, 1997; Kneller and McCaffrey, 2003).
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